To investigate the effect and mechanism of dexmedetomidine (DEX) on hypoxia /reoxygenation (H/R) injury of A549 cells.
INTRODUCTION
With the booming and progress of lung transplantation, cardiopulmonary bypass and pulmonary surgery, lung ischemia / reperfusion injury (LIRI) is always a key factor for prognosis of heart and lung surgery. It is generally believed that apoptosis mechanism mediated by endoplasmic reticulum stress (ERS) involved in LIRI. LIRI and damage to lung tissue in vitro and vivo experiments of mouse [1] [2] [3] . Dexmedetomidine DEX is a highly selective α2 adrenergic receptor agonist. Relevant studies have shown that DEX can protect ischemia-reperfusion injury of the liver, lung, heart and other organs by reducing apoptosis, oxidative stress and inflammatory response, suppress sympathetic nerve excitement and other ways [4] [5] [6] .The purpose of this study was to clarify the intervention and mechanism of DEX and the effect of ERS pathway on apoptosis of H/R cells. In order to provide sufficient experimental basis and theoretical basis for the clinical treatment of DEX. (1nM) to the culture medium at the beginning of hypoxia [7, 8] ..
METHODS

Setting Up H/R Models of A549 Cells
According to the literature, H/R injury model of A549 was established [9, 10] .A549 cells in logarithmic growth phase were starved for 24h,Then cells were cultured with sugar-free OGD solution, hypoxia for 6h. The culture medium was replaced with serum-free F12K medium， reoxygenation for 24h .This is the establishment of H/R injury mode for A549 cells.
Observing for morphological changes of A549 under the inverted microscope
After the end of modeling, observe morphological changes of A549 Cells under the inverted microscope.
Cell Viability assay(CCK-8)
Cell viability was detected by Cell Counting
Kit-8(CCK-8)(From Tongren Company, Japan ). A549 cells in the logarithmic growth phase were seeded in 96-well plate at a density of 1~5 * 10 4 cells/well, cultured for 24~48h. visual fields and the number of positive cells in 100 cells in each field of view was counted, the apoptotic index is AI. GCT  GTG  CCA  CTT  TCC   TTT-',  bp.GAPD(:forward: '-ATC CCA TCA CCA TCT TCC   AG-3';reverse:5'-TTG AGG CTG TTG TCA TAC TTC   T-3',220bp .Then, electrophoresed with 1.5% agarose gel,100-120V,110mA,40min.and photographed with a fluorescent chemiluminescence imaging system, the image gray value was analyzed by the Quantity One software, and the expression levels was the IOD ratio of targeted mRNA and GAPDH mRNA. was considered statistically significant.
Western blot analysis
Caspase-3 activity assay
RESULT Observing for morphological changes of A549 by the inverted microscope
As shown in Fig.1 ,cells were the shuttle type, adherently growth in N group and D group. Nucleus were intact, ovoid, nucleolus clear, complete nuclear membrane( Fig.1A and   B ).Adherent cells was significantly reduced in H group, intercellular space increased, with changed shape, grow branches and polygonal. Some cells happened fusion phenomenon, nuclear condensation. Many cell debris and dead cells were seen (Fig.1C) .Compared with the H group, the number of adherent cells in the HD group was relatively bigger, and cell debris and dead cells smaller (Fig.1D) . 
Cell Viability assay (CCK-8)
Compared with N group, there was no significant difference in the OD value of D group (P>0.05), OD value of H group decreased significantly (P<0.01).Compared with H group, the OD value of HD group was increased, the difference was statistically significant(P <0.01) (Fig.2) . 
TUNEL
The results showed that the AI value of D group was significantly higher than N group (P> 0.05)( Fig.3A and   B ).Apoptotic cells increased significantly (P <0.01).Compared with H group, the AI value of HD group decreased significantly, the number of apoptotic cells decreased, the difference was statistically significant(P <0.01)( Fig.3C and   D) . 
Caspase-3 activity test
Compared with N group, the activity of caspase-3 in D group was not significantly different (P>0.05), the activity of caspase-3 in H group was significantly higher (P <0.01).
Compared with H group, the activity of caspase-3 was significantly decreased in HD group (P<0.01, Fig 14) . 
DISCUSSION
Endoplasmic reticulum stress (ERS)-mediated apoptotic pathway is a commonly recognized mechanism of apoptosis.
The energy metabolism, oxidative stress, calcium overload and inflammatory response in the process of I/R can break the homeostasis and induce ERS. Moderate ERS is beneficial to restore the homeostasis and maintain survival, but when the ERS continues to be too strong, the protective mechanism cannot compete with the injury, will eventually lead to apoptosis, further aggravating LIRI. At present, ERS-induced apoptosis is mainly associated with expression change of CHOP and GRP78, activation of caspase-12 and JNK [11] [12] [13] [14] .DEX is a highly selective α2 adrenergic receptor agonist. A large number of studies [15, 16] have shown that DEX plays an important role in weakening oxidative stress, alleviating lung injury and inhibiting apoptosis of lung cells.
The results of this study showed that DEX may reduce the H
